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Why choose funeral notices over announcing the 
passing of a loved one directly on social media?
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Collect donations in memory of a loved one. Cashless, simple 
automated process, boosts charities funds by 25% with Gift Aid.

Notices remain on funeral-notices.co.uk forever, giving families a place to 
return to share memories.

 Announcing the passing of a loved one exclusively online is an alternative to a 
traditional newspaper notice or facebook post, but still allowing you to 

share a notice within your local community.

Add tributes, pictures and videos – giving families, friends, neighbours and colleagues 
a place to remember, pay tribute and offer messages of condolence.

Can be seen and shared by anyone in the UK and worldwide. 

Although there are other ways to share the passing of a loved one online such as facebook,  
social media posts can easily get lost amongst other (sometimes) insensitive posts and aren’t 

always easy to find months and years to come.

Online notices can still be shared to many social media platforms such as Facebook, 
Whatsapp and Twitter allowing you to notify all your family and friends to place their own 

tribute; keeping all your memories together in one place.

funeral-notices.co.uk is a dedicated site where you can easily place and find your loved 
one’s notice. Take comfort knowing tributes are sensitively checked and approved.

Light a virtual candle honouring and remembering your loved one; a feature not available 
on facebook. It’s also a place to add photos and remember for years to come.



Example online funeral notice
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Obituary/Funeral details - wording 
to announce the passing and inform 
of funeral details. Plus online notices 
now offer unlimited characters 
allowing families to say a lot more 
about their loved one’s life and legacy. 

Gallery of photos - can be added 
at point of booking and via the site 
directly once published.

Sharing - families and friends can 
share via various social channels.

Charitable donations -  families can 
raise charitable donations in memory 
of their loved one with payments 
made directly to the charities.

Tributes, pictures & videos - these 
messages and tributes give families, 
friends, neighbours, colleagues etc.  
a place to remember, pay tribute and 
offer messages of condolence.

Funeral venue map/details - maps 
and address details can be added to 
show service, burial, wake details.

Cortege route - add a route for the 
cortege showing places where people 
may line the streets.

Funeral Director information  
- A link to the Funeral Directors 
listing page for more information.



For more information 
please call our friendly 

team on: 03444 060276 
Thank you for reading




